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Report Highlights:  

Rice export prices leveled off but remained high as Vietnam decided to remove its rice export ban but 
limit rice exports during the COVID-19 outbreak.  Additionally, Thai rice exporters are facing some labor 
shortages in their export facilities.



Market Tone

Rice export prices leveled off after a surge of around U.S. $100-200/MT over the past few weeks as the 
Vietnamese government announced to remove its rice exports ban, which was imposed on March 23, 
2020, to ensure enough supplies for domestic consumption during the COVID-19 outbreak.  However, 
traders expect rice export prices to remain high as Vietnam limited rice exports to around 400,000 
metric tons for April 2020.  The Vietnamese government will review the rice export restriction again on 
April 25th to determine the allowed export volume for May 2020.  Additionally, Thai rice exporters are 
reportedly facing labor shortages in their export facilities, particularly migrant workers from 
neighboring countries that are enforcing the lockdown during the COVID-19 outbreak.  However, most 
of their rice shipments are still on schedule.       

Rice Export Update

Unofficial and preliminary rice exports (excluding Hom Mali fragrant rice) for April 6-12, 2020, totaled 
38,499 metric tons, down 36,177 metric tons from the previous week and down 28,909 metric tons from 
the four weeks moving average of 67,408 metric tons (Table 2).  Rice exports from January 1 – April 12, 
2020, totaled 1,186,697 metric tons, down 44 percent from the same period last year.



Table 2: Weekly Rice Exports (Excluding Hom Mali Fragrant Rice) 
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